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Abstract—As Internet usage and e-commerce grow, online social media serve as popular outlets for consumers to express sentiments about products. On Amazon, users can tag an album with a keyword, while tweets on Twitter represent a more natural conversation. The differing natures of these media make them difficult to compare. This project collects and analyzes social media data for newly released music albums and develops new methods of comparing a product’s social tags to its microblogging data. It explores information retrieval and rank correlation measures as similarity measures, as well as term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) processing. We conclude that with sufficient Twitter activity about an album, social tags do represent the most frequent conversations occurring on Twitter. These results imply that managers can collect and analyze tags and use them as a proxy for most common consumer feedback from microblogging, which is more difficult to collect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As new albums are released, a convenient way to view consumer feedback is through online media. Sites such as Amazon let consumers rate, review, and tag (generate related keywords for) music albums. Meanwhile, microblogging sites such as Twitter offer a different form of feedback — what are consumers actually saying about the product to their friends?

Though tags serve organizational and information-finding purposes on sites like the LastFM music community and Del.icio.us, a social bookmarking platform, tags on Amazon, a transaction-based site, also provide brand managers with important product review information where purchases are actually taking place. Tags are easier to collect than tweets since there are fewer of them, and Twitter’s rate-limiting and terms of service restrictions make tweet collection difficult. So if tags represent Twitter conversations well, managers could use tags as a proxy for Twitter activity.

However, there is no established method to compare the two dissimilar datasets. This project aims to analyze social media data for newly released music albums to (1) develop a framework for discussing methods of comparison between social tags and microblogging data and (2) discuss and compare the results of those methods as applied to the albums.

II. RELEVANT WORK

As opposed to previous work [1, 3, 7, 9] that compared tags to other tags, we propose a similarity framework for comparing tags to tweets where user motivations differ. [8] used structured metadata on the Flickr photo-sharing service to generate better organizational hierarchies, but tweets are unstructured raw data. Previous work in tag prediction and recommendation methods has used information retrieval (IR) [4] and correlation measures [2] to measure similarity between sets of predicted tags and the ground truth. In this paper, though, the datasets are not as similar or clean as two sets of tags; rather, the methods must be applied to a smaller set of tags and a much larger, noisier set of 140-character tweets.

Other previous work [5] compared hashtags, i.e., strings preceded by a hash (#), in tweets to tags on Del.icio.us and found that tagging behavior and motivations differ on the two sites. Hashtags, like tags on Del.icio.us, still involve a conscious decision, so it is still unclear whether the full content of tweets compares to tags in other media. [10] found that aggregating tweets into different streams offers different properties in examining a topic. We aggregate tweets based on message content about a particular album (a keyword stream) but aggregation by some other method such as hashtags or users could provide different results. [6] examines ways to automatically summarize tweets. We show that tags can also serve as a summary of tweets in special cases, but do not require any processing. In order to generate personalized tags for a Twitter user’s interests based on her tweets, [11] applied term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) ranking. One of their findings was that the tagging precision of tf-idf on tweets is comparable to that of web keyword extraction used for advertising. Their work analyzes tweets grouped by users, while we group tweets by topic and additionally collect background tweets as control data in tf-idf analysis.

III. DATASET DESCRIPTION

Twelve albums were selected for analysis, with release dates ranging from 12/7/2010 to 2/22/2011. Using Twitter’s Search API, data about each album was queried on a regular basis using album name, artist name and/or words like “album” if needed to filter out irrelevant results. The Search API limits query results to 1500 tweets, so our tool was run every two days to collect as many new tweets over the time period as possible. At the same time, tags and tag weights, their respective number of times tagged, were collected from Amazon on a weekly basis.

Since overall tweet content varies over time, it is important to collect control data to filter out background noise. For this
purpose, we collected data for a music-related control set and a
general control set. The music control set, consisting of
results for the search term “music”, provided a baseline of
comparison for whether album-specific tags represented
album-specific tweets better than they represented generic
music-related tweets. For the general control set, we ran
searches on common English words such as “I”, “the”, and
“and”. Tf-idf analysis utilized only the general control set,
which was more representative of background noise.

IV. DATA PROCESSING

Once the tweets were collected, the most common words
and phrases associated with each album were determined. Raw
frequency counts were used to sort the tweet keywords but
failed to take into account the frequency of each word or
phrase on Twitter overall. As a result, tf-idf weights were also
assigned to the phrases to measure the relative importance
of keywords in each document, with searches from the general
control set included in the corpus to filter out background
noise. The tweets were grouped together by album as
individual documents, as were the results from each of the five
general control searches, for a total of 17 documents. The tf-idf
weight of a phrase in a particular document increases with the
frequency of the phrase in the document and is inversely
related to the total number of documents that contain the phrase. The tf, idf, and tf-idf of a phrase i in a document d are
computed as shown in (1), (2), (3).

\[
\begin{align*}
tf_{i,d} & = \frac{n_{i,d}}{\sum_{k=1}^{p} n_{k,d}} \\
idf_i & = \log \frac{|D|}{|\{d : i \in d\}|} \\
tf-idf_{i,d} & = tf_{i,d} * \text{idf}_i
\end{align*}
\]

V. SIMILARITY FRAMEWORK

Social tags consist of user-generated words or phrases, while
tweet keywords and phrases are pulled from natural
language. In our dataset, the number of Amazon tags and tag
weights may be in the hundreds while total tweet phrases and
frequency counts can be in the tens of thousands. For each
Amazon tag (\(t_a\)), we can judge its importance and ranking
based on some function \(f_a(t_a)\), where the tag weights are the
simplest measure. For Twitter, we can extract terms (\(t_w\)) and
term frequency counts (freq), but the question is if there is a
better weight to assign each word than just the frequency
counts. So we propose different importance measures
and similarity measures as:

\[
S(f_a(t_a), f_w(t_w)) > \theta.
\]

The sets \(t_a\) and \(t_w\) for tags and tweet keywords can be all
that were collected (all tags), the top \(k\), the top \(k\) with generic
product characteristics like artist and album names removed
(queries removed), or a similar variation. The importance
measure \(f_a\) for tags is, for simplicity, the tag weight for some
t_w. Due to the differing natures and sizes of the tag and tweet
keyword sets, we focus on how well Amazon tags reflect
Twitter keywords rather than looking at two-way similarity.

A. Correlations (\(S = C\))

Spearman rank correlation compares two ranked datasets

B. Information Retrieval (\(S = IR\))

IR measures such as precision and recall look at how well
documents retrieved in a query represent some “ground truth”
of relevant documents. While a case could be made for either
tags or tweets to be the ground truth, tweets tend to be the
more elusive content whereas tags are easily retrieved. As
such, an appropriate question is: Are tags representative of
what people are saying on the more data-intensive Twitter?

With tags as our retrieved results and tweet keywords as
our ground truth, we are able to ask how well Amazon tags
serve as an IR mechanism for tweet content about the album.
Precision measures how many of the retrieved results are
found in the ground truth, so it is the fraction of tags about an
album that match tweet keywords. Recall measures how much
of the ground truth is found in the retrieved results, or the
fraction of tweet keywords matched by tags. There is usually a
tradeoff between precision and recall.

VI. RESULTS

We now proceed to determine whether tag content reflects
tweet content for the selected music albums. This was done
using the proposed variations within the similarity framework,
on tag sets, importance measures, and similarity metrics.

A. Correlations

Table I shows the rank correlation coefficients from
Spearman and Kendall tau in comparing the tag weights to
tweet counts for albums with at least ten tags. The maximum
values for each album are highlighted. The threshold is the
music control set C1 (5), which looks at the tags’ weights

against their frequency counts in the music control set. We begin with the most intuitive base case C2 (6), where we compare all tag weights to their corresponding frequency counts in album tweets.

\[ C1: C(f(\{all\ tags\}), f(\{music\ tweets\})) \]  
\[ C2: C(f(\{all\ tags\}), f(\{album\ tweets\})) \]  
\[ C3: C(f(\{top\ tags\}), f(\{music\ tweets\})) \]  

C2 is stronger than C1 for some albums, meaning with this measure, tags only sometimes represent album tweets better than they represent music tweets. Frequency count correlations were also found for top ten tags (not shown: \( t_a = top\ tags, f_a = freq \)) and correlation values were usually higher than those for all tags. This supports the conclusion that top-ranked tags are more relevant and less popular tags are less relevant.

Other variations of the tag set and freq and tf-idf were tried, and it was found that correlations as a similarity metric are most effective when considering the top ten tags with tf-idf as the importance measure (C3). This combination resulted in the strongest correlations, significantly stronger than the threshold C1, for most albums. Tf-idf uses the tf-idf weights assigned to phrases against the general control set to determine the relative importance rankings on Twitter. The tf-idf weights were meant to filter out background noise, and the tf-idf correlations shown in bold are at least as strong as C2 and all except one album are stronger than the threshold C1. So tf-idf, in addition to filtering irrelevant results, can improve the correlation between rankings of relevant keywords and rankings of top tags.

A variation of C3 is the queries removed set (not shown: \( t_a = top\ tags \setminus \{queries\}, f_a = tf-idf\)), in which we exclude tags that were a subset of the search query used to collect the album-related tweets. The correlations are moderately strong for some albums and weak for others, showing that characteristics of the album strengthen the correlation but are not the only factor, except for a few albums. D3 and J1 resulted in negative correlations since low tag activity resulted in only one of the remaining tags to still be found in tweets after query removal. For these two albums, the music control set correlations were strongest for top tags (not shown: \( t_a = top\ tags, f_a = freq, f_m = music\ tweets\)), showing that with low tag activity, their tags did not represent the Twitter conversation about the album very well, actually correlating more strongly with music tweets.

B. Information retrieval

With IR (7), we look at each album’s tags as a retrieval mechanism for each album’s tweets. Since tweet keywords in the ground truth are all considered “relevant” and unranked, the importance measure for the tweets is not used.

\[ IR(f(\{all\ tags\}), f(\{album\ tweets\})) \]  

Our threshold is how well each album’s tags represent music tweets. Shown in Table II are the precision and recall for 10 of the 12 albums, where the remaining two had no Amazon tags. The albums are split into high and low volume (HV, LV) based on number of tweet keywords divided by number of tags. The queries have higher precision when there are more tweet keywords, such as for J5, J6, and F2, and poor precision with low tag activity and/or low Twitter activity, such as for D2, J3, and F1. The HV average for the precision values (P1) is greater than for threshold precision values (P2) from music, while the LV average is greater for P2. Thus tags reflect album tweet content more accurately when there is more Twitter activity.

Individual album comparison of P1 to P2 reveals interesting results. Albums with P1 less than D4’s P1 of 0.36 end up with higher P2, albums with P1 greater than 0.36 end up with lower P2, and D4’s P1 and P2 values are equal at 0.36. This seems to suggest that for albums with low tag or Twitter activity, the tags reflect music tweets better than they reflect specific album tweets, and for albums with sufficient Twitter activity, the album tags reflect specific album tweets better. These findings are consistent with those from the correlation analysis, where the top tags for albums with low tag activity correlated better with generic music tweets than with...
Recall values are low because the tags are small in number while the set of tweet keywords is much larger. This raises the possibility of a representation bias in the tags. To test this, we compared the idf distribution of all single-word album tweet keywords (single-word to remove the skew caused by phrase variations) to that of all tags that matched album tweets (tag-match) using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence measure, which calculates the difference between two distributions. The KL from tag-match to the album tweet keywords, the ground truth, was 0.20. The KL from tag-match to the general and music controls was 0.41 and 0.39, respectively. The much smaller KL of tag-match to the album keywords means that the distributions are relatively similar, suggesting that the tags that match are an unbiased sample of album tweet keywords.

Finally, to determine the effects of changing the tag set to top tags instead of all tags, we can look at precision-recall curves. Precision-recall curves plot the precision and recall for top tags, as shown in the correlations as well. The top-k curves. Precision-recall curves plot the precision and recall for top tags as the number of tags increases. The KL from tag-match to the album tweet keywords, the ground truth, was 0.20. The KL from tag-match to the general and music controls was 0.41 and 0.39, respectively. The much smaller KL of tag-match to the album keywords means that the distributions are relatively similar, suggesting that the tags that match are an unbiased sample of album tweet keywords.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Given our findings from the IR and correlation measures, it does appear that Amazon tags serve as a good proxy for top Twitter conversations when there is sufficient consumer interest in tagging and generating Twitter content. The tags not only match tweet keywords with high precision in those cases but are also representative of the entire set of tweet keywords. If only interested in the most important Twitter trends for new albums, brand managers can primarily consider social tag content. Our method does not work very well for niche artists where the audience might not be large enough to generate sufficient tagging or Twitter activity.

Especially when there is more Twitter activity, low recall shows the tags do not capture everything. The more relevant tags are near the top in tweet keyword rankings, as shown by the precision-recall curves and rank correlations. So top tags can serve as a proxy for top keywords (album title, artist, genre, etc.), but will not capture entire Twitter conversations about the album. Tf-idf processing does help to filter out background noise and can improve correlation results.

A larger dataset with more products and tag activity is necessary to further confirm these hypotheses, and removing the requirement of an album’s recent release could realize this. Nonetheless, data on new albums allow for comparison of tags and tweet keywords over time after product release, and indicate that this technique works even for new products. The analyses could also be applied to tags from other sources, specifically LastFM. Categorizing tags and tweet keywords by characteristics such as purpose and sentiment may reveal interesting results as to which online medium consumers tend to use for particular kinds of feedback. Finally, linguistic analysis such as clustering and stemming would help in filtering and grouping tweet keywords.
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